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Welcome to Issue 2 

 

I asked a law student at a networking event last 

month what he thought of the minimum trainee 

salary being taken away. He looked at me 

confused “has it?”. It is worrying to think that 

some students currently studying for a career in 

law do not know what they will be getting paid 

when they finally secure a training contract. It 

reminds me of that cliché that law students are 

incredibly bright but not so good when it comes 

to the practicalities.  This was one of the most 

contentious issues facing our members in 2012 

and there is more information on the removal of 

the minimum trainee salary and how the level of 

legal pay stacks up with other professions in 

Natasha Sond’s article on page 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This edition features an update from Phillipa 

Crane on the Legal Education and Training 

Review. More details on the Legal Education and 

Training Review can be found on the website 

http://letr.org.uk/. 

 

In this winter edition we are delighted to feature 

an article from David Mayfield of Bygott Biggs, 

specialist legal recruiters, who provides  tips on 

how to have a successful interview. Interviews 

can be daunting and hopefully this article will 

give you the head start in getting your 

dream job! 

 

A new feature of this magazine is the 

restaurant review and we are hoping to include 

this in future editions. Earlier in the month we 

sent our roving reporter to Manhattan34 to 

sample their lunchtime menu. If you have a 

favourite lunch-time spot drop us a line and we 

can review their culinary delights! Email 

publicity@ljld.co.uk. 

 

Also in this edition our membership secretary, 

Andrew Tomlinson, gives us his take on 

changes to the junior legal demographic and 

highlights how this will change the future 

structure of law firms.  

 

James Popplewell, LJLD president, will get you 

up to speed if you are considering going ‘in-

house’. 

 

The legal market in Leicester has seen 

massive changes in 2012 including Harvey 

Ingram merging with Midlands powerhouse 

Shakespeares.  Sir Clive Loader has recently 

been elected the first Police and Crime 

Commissioner for Leicestershire and we wish 

him all the best in his appointment. 

 

We are extremely proud of the service we offer 

our membership and being a member of LJLD 

has always been free. The LJLD is run by 

volunteers and if you would like to become a 

member and receive notifications of our 

upcoming events please email 

membership@ljld.co.uk There is more 

information about our organisation in Sundip 

Meghani’s  article on page 7. 

 

If you have any comments or there are legal 

issues that you think we should feature in 

future publications please email 

publicity@ljld.co.uk. This magazine is a free 

publication and is paid for by our kind 

sponsors, if you would like to become a 

sponsor email president@ljld.co.uk.  
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 Further Developments of the Legal 

Education and Training Review 

 The second discussion paper on the Legal 

Education and Training Review, published at 

the end of August, reveals responses so far to 

the proposals made by the Review. 

Responses have been received from the 

various branches of the legal profession, both 

regulators and practicitioners, and from legal 

education providers. 

 

 1. Commitment to a qualifying law degree 

  

 Responses show a general commitment to a  

 qualifying law degree as the primary route of 

entry to the profession, and it is widely 

regarded as an important method of 

developing a core of substantive knowledge 

and honing cognitive skills. It is also 

recognised that an English LLP is a highly 

regarded qualification internationally. 

However, opinions vary as to the content of 

undergraduate courses, in particular, whether 

courses should continue to focus on learning 

the law or whether it should be accepted that 

only a broad understanding can be attained at 

this stage and therefore more attention given 

to developing cognitive ability. What is widely 

agreed is that certain areas need major action, 

in particular the teaching of writing skills, 

company law, commercial awareness and 

interpreting and using legislation. 

 

 2. Division in relation to the GDL 

 

 The GDL divides opinion. There is a view, 

widely among academics, that the fact that the 

equivalent to a law degree can be attained 

after only a few months’ legal study 

undermines the profession. There are also 

widespread concerns about rote learning, 

which may be sufficient to enable delegates to 

pass the GDL but will not equip them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

with the requisite skills to practice the law. 

However, employers tend to look favourably on 

the GDL, suggesting that GDL students can be 

more mature, both intellectually and in terms of 

life experience, and have more intellectual 

variety, having studied a variety of 

undergraduate disciplines. Further, it is felt that 

obtaining the GDL shows commitment and a 

more positive decision to pursue a career in 

the law, and GDL graduates are thought to 

show a greater currency in their knowledge of 

the core principles (having studied them more 

recently). 

 

3. Alternative routes of entry to the 

profession 

 

With regard to alternative entry routes there is 

significant division. A small proportion of the 

responses show support for widening access, 

and assert that the current system is too 

limited, which is both unfair to candidates and 

detrimental to the development of the 

profession. Others are more sceptical, but 

generally would support widening entry routes 

as long as a sufficient level of academic rigour 

is ensured. The final group questions the need 

for widening entry routes altogether, arguing 

that there are already too many people trying 

to enter the profession, and that the current 

alternative routes are sufficient. CILEx is seen 

as a success story in terms of providing an 

alternative entry route, being accessible, 

flexible in terms of the abilities of individuals, 

well regulated and able to maintain high 

standards, and it is argued that this is enough 

to widen access beyond the requirement of 

obtaining a training contract. Concerns are 

raised that widening entry routes will 

necessarily make entry easier and therefore 

dilute the quality of the profession. 
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 4. Development of the LPC 

  

 It is generally accepted that the LPC needs 

development. Particular areas of concern 

include that the core modules are too wide, 

that there is insufficient training in legal writing 

and advocacy and that the course does not in 

fact mirror practice. Further, LPC courses are 

not felt to cater sufficiently for those going into 

medium sized or smaller high street firms. It is 

also felt that more training is needed in 

commercial awareness, equality and diversity 

and working across jurisdictions. There has 

been some support for greater integration of 

the LPC with the training contract, however at 

present opinion generally leans towards 

retaining an initial classroom based course 

before practice. 

 

 5. Development of training 

 

 It is widely agreed that an element of 

supervised training must be retained, and that 

the training contract can be extremely 

successful. However, there are concerns about 

the great variety in the quality of training and 

supervision that trainees receive. Proposals for 

a final qualifying assessment have received 

mixed reviews – while it could ensure a 

minimum standard for newly qualified solicitors 

there are concerns about costs and that it is 

unnecessary for trainees from certain firms. 

There have been relatively few responses to 

proposals for changes to training for 

prospective barristers. The Bar Standards 

Board and Bar Council are of the opinion that 

the models of the BVTC and pupillage are fit 

for purpose, subject to some adjustments 

currently being incorporated. (This suggests 

that the BSB and Bar Council would not be in 

support of proposals for common training of 

barristers and solicitors.) 

 

 6. Over-supply 

 

 Over-supply in terms of number of jobs and 

training contracts compared to number of 

applicants. The responses to the issue of over-

supply show that it is widely thought that it is 

for the market 

 

to determine demand and not for the 

regulators to artificially manage the market. 

An open market is thought essential for 

maintaining quality standards, as only the 

highest calibre of candidate is able to attain 

access to the profession. In response to this, 

the Review states that if the market is to 

remain extremely competitive, what is 

required is more detailed careers advice, 

wider options for ‘off-ramps’ (recognised 

routes between different areas of the 

profession and the ability to transfer to other 

professions) and ensuring that high standards 

of equality and diversity are maintained in the 

selection process. 

 

7. Costs 

 

Again, this is not widely thought to be an area 

which can be regulated if the market is to 

remain open and competitive, although costs 

must not be allowed to override the need for 

quality. 

In summary, the LETR research team advise 

that the central issues they have drawn from 

the responses are:- 

 

•That current training requirements do not 

equip students with the skills required in 

practice. 

 

•There is too much reliance on initial training     

to guarantee competence. 

 

•  Professional ethics are not given enough 

focus in either the academic or the vocational 

stage of training. 

 

•  Attention needs to be given to developing a 

consistent training framework and means of 

regulation for paralegals. 

 

• There is a lack of flexibility for routes of 

training and pathways across different 

branches of the profession 

 

Phillipa Crane is a Solicitor 

specialising in Wills and the 

Administration of Trusts and 

Estates 
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SO here we are. After months of the legal profession 

battling with the SRA over the Trainee Solicitor 

Minimum Salary issue, a decision was reached on 

12 May 2012. The SRA Board have officially 

announced that from 1 August 2014, law firms will 

no longer be required to pay their trainee solicitors 

the mandatory minimum salary of £18,590 in Central 

London and £16,650 outside. Instead, trainee 

solicitors will be entitled to the minimum wage, under 

the National Minimum Wage Act 1998, currently an 

hourly wage of £6.08. 

 

Becoming a lawyer 

 

like many other professions, is a long road to 

qualification. The standards set at the academic and 

vocational stages of training ensure a high quality 

profession, but the financial investment in pursuing a 

career as a solicitor is extremely costly. Once the 

academic stage is complete, there is still a long road 

to qualification from the Legal Practice Course, 

through the training contract – gaining the essential 

experience, through long hours and demanding 

workloads. Other professions taking a long road to 

qualification include Doctors, Chartered Accountants 

and Dentists. Without getting into a debate regarding 

the most prestigious of these professions, or the 

most worthy, it’s fair to say that they all require a 

high level of determination and passion in the 

subject in order to ultimately qualify. But how far can 

passion for the career take you along the 

road…without the money for the fare? 

 

According to nhscareers.nhs.uk “in the most junior 

hospital trainee post (Foundation Year 1) the basic 

starting salary is £22,412. This increases in 

Foundation Year 2 to £27,798. For a doctor in 

specialist training the basic starting salary is 

£29,705. If the doctor is contracted to work more 

than 40 hours and/or to work outside 7am-7pm 

Monday to Friday, they will receive an additional 

supplement which will normally be between 20% and 

50% of basic salary.” 

 

According to myjobsearch.com Careers Guide 

“Trainee dentists usually start on around £28,000 

during their vocational training period.” 

According to the Prospects.ac.uk, the UK’s 

Official Graduate Careers site “Chartered 

accountants have to undertake a training contract 

(usually three to five years) in order to 

qualify…Salaries for trainees range from £18,000 

to £28,000 for university graduates, although they 

could be higher in London or lower in small 

regional firms.” 

 

How fair is it that trainee lawyers, who are 

equally as likely to be under large, stressful  

workloads and working as demanding hours as 

junior doctors or dentists, should receive so 

much less?  

 

Chair of the JLD Hekim Hannan stated: “They 

have effectively slammed the door shut in the 

faces of those from lower socio-economic groups 

trying to enter the profession. £6.08 an hour for a 

35 hour week is a salary of £11,065 a year and a 

monthly take home of £838.02. Furthermore, 

most trainee solicitors work more than 35 hours a 

week but it is unlikely that they will ever complain 

as they will be in danger of jeopardising their 

future careers. Exploitation for the most 

vulnerable in our profession will be open to 

abuse.” 

 

SO is it all doom and gloom for those who 

wanted to pursue a career as a solicitor? Should 

any student studying to be a Lawyer very quickly 

switch their career path and divert to an 

academic course of medicine? Or…. 

 

Could there be an upside?  

 

As Lawyers we know better than anyone that 

there is always an opposite side to every 

argument. 

When the SRA Board was trying to “sell” the idea 

that abolishing the trainee minimum salary could 

have it’s benefits, they had made the point that 

“any potential negative impacts on access [to the 

profession] must be considered against the 

opportunities which will remain to enter a highly 

desirable profession” and had stated the potential 

that removal of the minimum salary requirement 

may result in an increase in the number of 

training contracts available. 

Natasha Sond 

Trainees on the  

minimum wage 

 

 

“How far can passion for the career take 

you along the road…without the money 

for the fare?” 
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It would make sense, as if a law firm wanted to 

invest £36,000 in new trainees, the current 

mandatory minimum salary means they could 

only afford to take on two and may choose to 

employ 3 paralegals instead (who are not bound 

by any mandatory minimum salary).  

 

With the abolishment of the minimum salary, law 

firms may be more inclined to take on more 

trainee solicitors, at the same cost to them as 

paralegals. 

 

The costs incurred at training contract level 

(excluding wages) would be somewhere between 

£3,000 and £4,000 for  the professional skills 

course (PSC). With the minimum salary 

abolished, firms could pay their trainees a salary 

of £11,000 and cover the PSC costs, at a mere 

£13,000 per year over the two year training 

contract. This total is substantially lower than 

what firms are incurring per trainee now: a 

minimum of £18,000-£19,000 per annum. 

 

Of course, paralegals don’t incur any additional 

costs. Firms can pay a paralegal the national 

minimum wage, get the work they need doing 

done and don’t have to worry about additional 

costs incurred taking them through to 

qualification. 

However if firms want to retain quality staff, they 

will have to progress the careers of their 

employed paralegals onto training contracts or 

risk losing their now experienced paralegal  

to a competitor firm. 

 

It is also important to emphasise that just 

because the mandatory minimum trainee solicitor 

salary has been abolished, this does not mean 

that all trainee solicitors will be on the minimum 

wage. We at the Leicestershire Junior Lawyer’s 

Division talk often and openly about how 

important it is to get as much work experience as 

possible in order to further your chances of 

securing a training contract and make yourself a 

valuable asset to the firm.  

 

The biggest difference between the earlier 

examples of other professions and their 

comparatively high starting salary even at junior 

posts is that professions such as Doctors require 

you to have ongoing work experience even 

throughout the academic stages of the 

qualification.  

 

 

Many trainee solicitors leave university with very 

little relevant work experience and this means that 

the two year training contract is a HUGE learning 

experience, not only in getting to grips with their 

specialist areas of law, but with general office and 

client etiquette and other administrative duties. 

 

The moral of the story is this: there is no substitute 

for experience. Gaining employment in the legal 

field, securing a training contract and being able to 

negotiate on salary will be a lot less of a struggle if 

relevant experience is obtained as early in your 

law career as possible. There are many ways to 

get experience even at the academic stages of 

your law career, from sandwich courses to 

vacation schemes to diversity schemes to law firm 

open days. Your local JLD will be happy to talk to 

you about how you go about getting that relevant 

experience. 

 

And remember this, “choose a job you love, and 

you will never have to work a day in your life.” 

Confucius 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Editor’s comment 

 

The removal of the minimum trainee salary was 

certainly one of the most contentious issues of 

2012. For our membership, many of whom are 

currently students at  DeMontfort University and 

the University of Leicester, it means increased 

financial uncertainty as they finish their law 

degrees.  

 

The first edition of the Junior Lawyer Journal 

featured an article from Natasha Sond on the  

consultation period that was launched to debate 

the minimum trainee salary. In the weeks before 

the first edition went to print we found out that the 

minimum trainee salary  had been abolished and 

hastily rewrote the article. The original article  was 

published on 17th April 2012 and remains on the 

LJLD website. 

 

If you would like to share your thoughts on the 

removal of the minimum trainee salary please 

email publicity@ljld.co.uk and we will feature the 

best replies in a ‘letters to the editor’ section of the 

next edition. You can also tweet your thoughts and 

comments to @LeicesterJLD 
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take on more trainee solicitors, at 

the same cost to them as 

paralegals” 
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By Sam McGinty 

Laser Quest fun, Networking with 
RICS Matrix, our Trainee Welcome 

Evening and prizes from our 
sponsors... 

With our 
colleagues at 

the 
Leicestershire 
Law Society... 
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The Leicestershire Junior Lawyers 

Division: a summary of what we do 
 

The Leicestershire Junior Lawyers Division (LJLD) 

is one of many autonomous County-wide junior 

lawyers groups across England and Wales, and we 

are affiliated to the national Junior Lawyers 

Division (JLD), which is in itself a branch of The 

Law Society. 

 

Our role is to represent the interests of junior 

lawyers across Leicestershire and help them where 

we can, as well as organise networking, career 

development and social events. We are proud of 

the fact that we are one of the most active and 

dynamic JLD groups across the country. 

 

Officially our remit only includes student members 

of the law society, trainee solicitors and solicitors 

with up to 5 years active PQE. However in 

Leicestershire we have also extended membership 

to all undergraduate and postgraduate law 

students, paralegals and legal executives. When it 

comes to large networking events or fundraising 

initiatives, we actively seek to encourage 

professionals of all backgrounds to attend. 

 

Our greatest asset is our committee members both 

past and present, all of whom despite being unpaid 

volunteers have been dedicated, energetic and 

passionate about doing a great job for the benefit 

of our members. We have 10 members on our 

current committee, each with individual roles and 

responsibilities. We believe that the way we pick 

new committee members has helped us to 

attract the best people. 

 

Unlike a lot of other JLD groups we do not hold 

open elections to fill committee vacancies. Instead 

when vacancies do arise at the end of each year 

we invite applications from amongst our members, 

and existing committee members then vet and 

select the highest calibre individuals, to join the 

committee for the following year. 

 

Another feature of the LJLD is that joining is both 

painless and priceless – in every sense! Becoming 

a member is completely free and all one has to do 

in order to sign up is to send an email to our 

Membership Secretary. We are distinctly proud of 

this aspect of how we do things and we feel that 

our members prefer it this way. 

  

 

We work hard to keep all costs to a minimum 

whilst attracting a good deal of sponsorship for 

various events and initiatives. In other words 

not only do we not charge a membership fee, 

but nearly all of our events are either free or 

subsidised, thanks to generous sponsorship 

from a number of carefully selected 

companies.  

 

Overall we run the LJLD as a not-for-profit 

organisation and any extra funds that we raise 

are either reinvested into future events or 

donated to charity. 

 

We try to put on a healthy mix of networking, 

educational, charity and social events every 6 

to 8 weeks, and we have two big flagships 

events every year; a charity quiz night in the 

spring and our annual ball in the autumn.  

Our committee members also draft blogs, 

respond to consultations, represent us at 

national JLD meetings, visit university law 

fairs, assist with pro bono work, judge moot 

trials and help to run CV clinics. 

 

We actively encourage attendance at our 

events, particularly from smaller firms and 

those in the county, and we like to make 

people feel welcome and comfortable. We also 

like to try new and exciting venues and we 

take the marketing of our brand and our events 

very seriously. One area where we have really 

led the way is with social media. 

 

We were the first JLD group in the country for 

example to have a Facebook group and we 

were also the first to create a Twitter account, 

“@LeicesterJLD”. More recently we also set up 

a LinkedIn account.  

 

 

Cllr Sundip Meghani 

LJLD Vice-President  
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On Facebook we now have more than 250 

members and on Twitter we have more than 

1500 followers. We also have dozens of 

members in our LinkedIn group. 

 

All of this is knitted together by our website 

www.ljld.co.uk which we also use to publish 

blogs by committee members from time-to-time.  

 

This proactive approach to new media has 

helped us to actively promote our events and 

initiatives, engage directly with our membership, 

and provide platforms from which our sponsors 

can reach our members. 

 

In the last few months we have also embarked 

on a completely new project; a freely distributed 

glossy magazine written and edited exclusively 

by LJLD committee members. Our first issue 

was recently sent out to firms throughout 

Leicestershire where our members work. It was 

edited by one of our committee members and 

printed professionally so the end product really 

impressive. 

 

We decided to create our magazine – The 

Junior Lawyer Journal – to further engage with 

our members and provide them with a bespoke 

publication designed and tailored exclusively for 

them. 

 

The magazine features blog articles written by 

LJLD committee members, information and 

updates on upcoming events, photographs from 

previous functions, and useful messages from 

some of our trusted sponsors; this helps to 

cover our overheads. 

 

Our success is not just down to the hard work of 

our committee members and the enthusiasm of 

our membership; there is also something to be 

said for the buzzing atmosphere and energy 

that exists here in Leicestershire, and the real 

sense of optimism that we have despite the 

doom and gloom elsewhere. 

 

Leicester for example is a fresh, vibrant and 

diverse place to live and work. A quarter of our 

population is younger than 25 and around 40% 

of people are from minority ethnic backgrounds. 

 

 

 

 

We have a thriving student population 

thanks to our three universities as well as an 

ever-expanding legal sector. 

 

So for us looking after the interests of junior 

lawyers and flying the flag for our profession 

here in Leicestershire is both exciting and 

rewarding. We take great pride in creating a 

sense of community for our fellow junior 

lawyers and in delivering the kind of events 

and support for our members that 

we ourselves would wish to receive. After 

all, with minimum trainee salaries being 

scrapped, a scarcity of jobs in the legal 

profession, and with a number of major 

changes in the pipeline for the 

legal profession, we really do have to look 

out for each other. 

 

Sundip Meghani is Vice President of the 

Leicestershire Junior Lawyers Division 

 

@Sundip 
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 With the legal industry undergoing some significant 

changes after the implementation of the Legal 

Services Act, a significant amount of the larger clients 

are deciding to make some in house legal roles 

available to save on their external legal spend. So as 

more and more jobs are becoming available in house, 

a significant number of junior lawyers are considering 

the possibility and are having to weigh up the pros and 

cons of the two very different legal roles. 

 

 Private Practice 

  

 It is anticipated that the majority of our membership 

that are employed in the legal industry are working in 

private practice. But what are the main advantages 

and disadvantages of working for a private firm? 

 It is safe to say that one of the best reasons to work in 

private practice is for the training. Most firms offer a 

structured training contract these days and they 

ensure that their junior lawyers are giving the training 

needed to develop into fantastic lawyers. It is also 

often the case that you can be guided by a senior 

member of the team or even work closely with a 

partner which gives you the chance to tap into their 

knowledge and experience. This will only help to aid 

your progression as a budding young lawyer. You will 

also normally have the opportunity to try and develop a 

specialism whilst in private practice, particularly as the 

way the legal market is today, firms need to ensure 

that you can give specialist advice to the bigger clients 

which they can’t get in house. 

 It is also understood that law firms will generally pay 

you a larger salary however this really depends on 

where you are in your career and location! As all 

private practice lawyer will know, you are expected to 

attend a number of networking events to develop your 

relationships with other intermediaries. You are also 

expected to try and win work for your firm and to 

encourage clients to instruct you to show them what 

you can do. This obviously has to be done in addition 

to fee earning as you all have targets to meet. After all, 

you are expected to make the firm money by not just 

bringing in new work but by doing it too! In private 

practice it is clear that you are also going to appreciate 

the demands made on you by clients and ensuring that 

a top level of service is provided. You will appreciate 

how to meet their needs and keep them happy as they 

will be the ones that pay the bills! Therefore this 

sometimes means that the client’s needs have to come 

before your own which can mean long hours.  

 In House 

  

 Work in house can be hugely different from working in 

private practice, if not only because you have gone 

from a number of clients to only one! The benefits of 

this have got to be that you are no longer required  
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to attend lots of networking events to try and win 

new work as your only client will pay your salary so 

you don’t need to worry about billable hours. 

There is also the perception that as you have not 

got to bend over backwards to please your client, 

that you will not be doing plenty of hours however 

this isn’t always true. Of course if the business is a 

well oiled machine and things are going smoothly 

then possibly not however, if a job needs doing then 

it will be expected of you to ensure that it is done 

urgently. Directors will want the same level of 

service that an external firm provides, especially if 

you have moved in house from private practice. 

Some in house roles do not offer the competitive 

salary that can be found in private practice but they 

do sometimes offer various share schemes and 

bonuses which need to be considered. You must 

also weigh up the fact that it is possible that you 

may not be have to work as many hours and do all 

of the B.D that has been expected of you before. 

An in house lawyer has been previously been 

referred to as a ‘generalistic’ lawyer. This means 

that normally it is unlikely that you will specialise in 

one area of law but try and deal with a wide range 

of legal issues. However as this is the case, 

efficiency is key as the directors will expect to hear 

from you by the end of the day and request that you 

try and minimise and deal with any potential legal 

hurdles. 

 

So, what is right for you? 

 

So you’ve thought about moving in house but you 

need to weigh up your options carefully. Whilst the 

hours may well be better, a different kind of stress is 

attached to accepting a more personal 

responsibility. Also, as you are not going to be out 

and about in the market place, you need to 

remember that if you do decide you want to go back 

to private practice at a later date it may be difficult 

to do so. 

It is understood that the best time to move in house, 

if you decide to do this, is around three to five years 

PQE. This is because you have some experience 

but you are not too expensive for the business to 

make you a competitive offer! Only you can decide 

if you want to take the step into the corporate world 

and out of private practice but with the legal market 

as it is today, one thing is for sure, more and more 

of us will be asking that crucial question which was 

so fittingly asked by the Clash all those years ago. 

 

Should I stay or should I go? 

 James Popplewell 

LJLD President  
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Sandwiches 

 

In the interests of full disclosure the price of the 

sandwich was £5.00 but the eagle will go without 

tomorrow thus justifying the price! The sandwich 

itself is packed with flavour and the bacon is oh so 

crispy and the smoked cheese was heavenly! 

 

The words ‘hidden gem’ are becoming a bit of  

cliché in restaurant reviews but this one definitely 

fits the bill. The downstairs Jazz nights on a 

Thursday are growing in popularity so if you need a 

taste of real New York but cant afford the 

£1,000.00 ticket for the round trip you could do a 

lot worse than heading to Leicester’s homage to 

the big apple! 

 

 

When we left the Eagle was looking for a yellow 

cab outside, yes it’s that good! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Food: 9/10 

Client takeability: 9/10  

Price: 7/10 

 

If you would like your restaurant to be 

reviewed by the Legal Eagle please drop 

him a line events@ljld.co.uk 

 

Winter 2012 

NEW YORK STYLE 

 
The LEGAL EAGLE (our roving restaurant 

reporter - Ed) swoops on Manhattan 34 the 

new restaurant on the block making waves! 

Only a 5 minute walk from the melee of 

Leicester City Centre hides one of Leicester’s 

hidden gems, Manhattan 34. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The legal eagle and company entered the 

delightfully open, airy restaurant on a lunch 

break where everyone just needs to ‘get out of 

the office for a bit’.  

 

The menu is straight up New York with a 

contemporary twist. A ‘Holy Smokes’ sandwich 

is the order of the day and as I place my order 

and the sounds  of jazz fill the air the 

conversation turns to office politics. The Eagle 

tunes out of the conversation (soaring above 

the drama?! – Ed) and is transported (in mind 

at least ) to New York City. This is a place 

where the suits gather after a long week in the 

office. The bartenders are friendly and greet us 

with open smiles. They serve pints of Blue 

Moon here which (the  Eagle is told) is a staple 

drink in New York city.. However at £5 a pint 

the Eagle avoids this temptation and sticks 

with a coke.  

 

The sandwich, although not cheap, is a far cry 

from the bland supermarket bought pre-

packaged lunches that are part of a trainee 

solicitor’s staple diet.  

 

The Legal Eagle 

@ Manhattan_34 
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 How to ensure you have a 

successful interview 
 

 Perfecting your interview technique is, like most 

things in life, something that comes with 

practice. Once upon a time, you could have 

gone along for an interview ‘just for the practice’ 

or you may have had a number of interviews, so 

it didn’t matter too much if a few of them didn’t 

go as a well as you might have hoped. The 

problem is, in the current climate, where 

opportunities in many disciplines are at a 

premium, you are not likely to be afforded the 

luxury of a few ‘warm-up interviews’, so it is 

more important than ever that you make each 

and every interview count. Below, I am going to 

draw on over a decades experience on 

coaching lawyers through the interview process, 

drawing on some of the mistakes I’ve seen in 

the hope that you can avoid some of the 

common pitfalls and give yourself an edge on 

the competition! 

 Preparation: 

 A good interview starts with good preparation. 

As the saying goes, “If you fail to prepare, then 

prepare to fail”. Given the amount of information 

in the public domain, you have absolutely no 

excuse for not being prepared for your 

interview. The obvious resource is to check a 

firm or company’s website before an interview 

but don’t just concentrate on the department 

you are interviewing for. Make sure you look at 

how the firm markets itself generally and what 

sort of values it promotes. Try to pick up some 

news stories or recent developments within the 

firm. Beyond the firm’s website, you should also 

be using Linked-In to get some background 

information on the people you are seeing. You 

should also be checking the local business 

pages and searching news archives on sites 

like the lawyer.com and legalweek.com.  

 It is also important to know yourself. It may 

seem obvious, but we have seen many 

candidates caught off guard by questions about 

themselves or their experience. You really do 

not want to find yourself stumbling over the 

details 
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of a transaction or case referred to on your CV 

or something about yourself you have detailed 

on your application. So make sure to go over 

everything  thoroughly before your interview. 

The final part of your preparation should be 

deal with the practicalities, such as ensuring 

you are familiar with the location for the 

interview and with the route to get there. Make 

sure you are aware of things like parking 

arrangements and, if appropriate, public 

transport timings. Remember, if you are early, 

you can always kill time beforehand. You do 

not want to commit the cardinal sin of being 

late for your interview! 

 

The interview: 

 

A good tip to ensure all of that research and 

preparation is not forgotten on the day, is to 

make a note of some of the key points and 

some questions (something I will come back to 

later) on a small card that you can take to the 

interview. Now, I am not suggesting that you 

pull this card out during the interview but as 

you will have arrived to the building 10-15mins 

early (due to your thorough preparation!), you 

can spend some time going over the key 

points whilst waiting in reception. You might 

think that the reception area is a fairly 

innocuous place but it is a really good 

opportunity to get a feel for a firm or 

organisation. Also, receptionists will often be 

asked how the candidates came across, so 

remember to engage with them and be polite! 

During the interview it is important to ensure 

that you get the standard interview questions 

right. Be prepared for a variation of the usual 

HR questions such as ‘strengths and 

weaknesses’ and ‘how would your boss 

describe you?’  

David Mayfield of legal recruitment  

specialists Bygott Biggs 

LJLD - Ask the expert! 
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 You should be up to date on recent changes 

in the law (in your chosen field) as well as 

having a good awareness of what is going 

on in the world and the economy generally.  

A successful interview hinges on getting all 

of the things mentioned above right but 

something that is often overlooked is the 

importance of approaching your interview 

with bags of enthusiasm. After all, as well as 

ensuring that you can do the job, your 

potential employer will also need to be 

convinced about you as an individual. You 

might nail all of the technical elements of 

the interview but without enthusiasm for the 

discipline, for the role and for the 

organisation, you could end up coming 

across as being a bit flat or disinterested. 

Remember, your interviewers will want to 

make sure that they can see themselves 

spending 8 or 10 hours a day with you!   

  

 One important part of interview technique 

that is often overlooked is the opportunity 

you have, within reason, to interview the 

interviewers. Asking questions also provides 

you with a really good opportunity to 

reiterate some of your key selling points and 

will show how many hours you spent doing 

your research on the firm! 

 

 I recommend separating your questions into 

2 categories. The first is designed to show 

that you have done your research and to 

underline your interest in the firm and the 

role. So pick between 3 and 6 questions (I 

know that sounds like a lot but stick with 

me) on topics such as a recent news article 

on their website, future plans for the 

department or the firm as a whole, a recent 

lateral hire or legal update. These should be 

a mix of questions that are general to the 

firm and department specific. 

  

 The second category of questions can be a 

bit more personal and should provide you 

with the chance to make sure that this is the 

right role for you. Think about what you 

have enjoyed about your current/past roles. 

Equally draw on the things that have been 

missing or, you feel, could be improved upon. 

These are personal but might include things like, 

training, CSR or team structure and how work is 

apportioned. Again 3 – 6 questions is a good 

guide. You should steer clear of questions 

surrounding salary or holiday entitlement though.  

Now, chances are, a number of the topics you 

have listed as questions will inevitably get 

covered during the interview but with my 

suggestions above, you should still have at least 

1 or 2 questions from each category that you can 

ask.  

 

Finally: 

 

We all know that first impressions are vital but so 

are final impressions. It is really important that 

you finish the interview on a positive note. Now,  

this next technique only really works if you feel  

confident that the interview has gone well (which 

is not always easy to gauge) but if you feel it has 

and, assuming you are interested in the role, it is 

a good idea to tell your interviewers how you are 

feeling. Tell them that you enjoyed meeting with 

them and that, if they feel the same way, then 

you would be keen to proceed. That way, they 

will be in no doubt about your thoughts and 

feelings on the role. 

  

After the interview: 

 

It used to be quite common for interviewees to 

write to the interviewers post interview to thank 

them for their time. This is something that doesn’t 

happen so much anymore but I believe that it is 

still good interview etiquette. A short letter (or 

more likely an email) just thanking them for their 

time and reiterating your interest in the role could 

be a timely reminder of your application and may 

just help to tip the balance in your favour! 

 

David Mayfield is an Associate Director with 

Bygott Biggs Legal Recruitment in 

Nottingham. If you require any specific advice 

or for further interview tips you can contact 

him on 0115 948 0084 or david@bygott-

biggs.co.uk. 

  

                             @bygottbiggs 
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On 27th September the 

Leicestershire Law 

Society held a New 

Associate Membership 

Launch Event in 

conjunction with LJLD 

The evening was a 

great success with 

some of the movers 

and shakers in the 

Leicestershire legal 

scene! 

The event was well 

attended by barristers 

from around the county! 
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As the more observant of you may have already 

noticed, various members of the LJLD Committee 

have already contributed to our semi-regular blog 

and it’s our goal to have the thoughts from all 

Committee members in print before the end of the 

year. It’s now my turn to contribute something and I 

wanted to write an article that in some way related to 

my position of membership secretary.  

  

Unfortunately, as my role primarily consists of being 

custodian of the membership list, it just didn’t feel 

right drafting a crusading article about the state of the 

legal profession or an in-depth and salacious tell-all 

piece about what it’s really like to be a young lawyer 

in Leicester. In any event, I’m sure the legal 

profession will survive whatever current travails it is 

facing and, in my experience, life as a young lawyer 

isn’t nearly as exciting as American television shows 

would have you believe. 

  

Something that is relevant to my role, however, is the 

demography of young lawyers. In recent years, the 

legal profession has been increasingly focused on 

ensuring a high level of diversity among its members, 

so there have been a number of reports produced 

looking into, amongst other things, the gender and 

racial make up of its members.  

  

The Law Society produced a parliamentary brief for 

the recent political conference season, outlining the 

impact of the legal profession on the nation’s 

economy. The report is full of lots of desperately 

thrilling economic figures but the most interesting 

aspect from a young lawyer’s perspective is the 

section at the end on demographics.  

  

According to the Law Society, the profession has 

reached a stage where almost 50% of all practice 

certificate holders are women and, more tellingly, 

women make up 63% of all trainees. This is a 

staggering achievement and, considering that this 

has traditionally been a male-dominated vocation for 

centuries, something of which the profession can 

rightly be proud. However, looking strictly at the 

numbers, the figures suggest that women are 

actually over-represented at our level of the 

profession and outnumber the men by a ratio of 2:1. 

From an anecdotal point of view, this seems to be 

borne out in our membership, as it tends to be the 

case that the majority of attendees at our events are 

female.   

 

So, aside from turning the LJLD into a dating service 

for lovelorn male lawyers, is there anything that we 

as a profession should be doing about this?  

  

On the face of it, it appears that men are 

underrepresented in the industry at our level so 

perhaps we should be addressing it; but no one is 

seriously suggesting that there should be outreach 

programmes for disadvantaged males, or all-male 

shortlists for posts, as that would be ludicrous.  

  

It’s also worth noting that although women seem to 

be outnumbering the men at our level, the numbers 

are pretty much reversed when you look at the top 

end of the career ladder, particularly when 

considering partnership. It’s a sad fact that women 

seem to leave the profession in much higher 

numbers than men, and that is something the 

profession urgently needs to address. However, with 

trainee and young solicitor demographics like these, 

I imagine that all that is needed is a little time.  

  

One demographic factor that seems unambiguously 

positive, however, is the recently-released Law 

Society statistic that states Black and Asian Minority 

Ethnic (BAME) solicitors made up 12% of the Roll in 

2011 and constituted 22.1% of all trainees, 

compared with 7.9% nationally. It would seem, 

therefore, that the profession is finally managing to 

shed its traditionally stuffy, middle-class, white male 

image and is heading into a more inclusive future. 

However, like the gender split, this is another figure 

that becomes reversed as you look at the top ends 

of the profession. A report on diversity in the legal 

profession prepared by the Legal Services Board 

from 2010 found that, whereas the number of 

admissions was increasing, BAME lawyers were 

much more likely to drop out of the legal profession 

before reaching the upper echelons of the career. 

Perhaps more worrying was the fact that the figures 

suggest that there is still some stratification in the 

profession, with BAME solicitors from lower socio-

economic backgrounds being underrepresented in 

larger city firms, suggesting that opportunities for 

young lawyers are not evenly distributed.  

  

All of that is not to undermine the recent Law Society 

brief. The figures all suggest that the profession is 

getting more inclusive and more diverse as the years 

go on and there is little to suggest that this will 

change any time soon. However, there are still some 

issues that the profession has to tackle before it has 

a truly representative membership.  

 

 

Andrew Tomlinson 

Membership Secretary 

Demographically speaking 
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Disclaimer  
• The LJLD is a not-for-profit organisation and is run by volunteers. 

• The information contained within this publication is for 

information/entertainment use only and is not to be relied upon as legal 

advice. 

• This magazine is a free publication and should not be resold under any 

circumstance. 

• The images on page 13 were taken on behalf of Leicestershire Law 

Society and are used with the kind permission of the photographer. 

• The image on the front cover, the images on the contents page and the 

image on page 1 are all the property of dreamstime.com and have been 

used under creative license under the terms set out on that website. 

• Manhattan34 provided the image on the inner cover and the b/w photo 

in the restaurant review. 

• All other images contained within this publication are the property of the 

Leicestershire Junior Lawyers Division and should not be copied, 

reproduced digitally or in print or used in any way without the express 

authorisation of the LJLD. 

• For more information please go to to www.LJLD.co.uk and contact 

publicity@ljld.co.uk  
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Join us! 
To become a member of the Leicestershire Junior Lawyers 

Division, you must live or work in the Leicestershire and Rutland 

area and fall into any one of the following categories; 

 

- Undergraduate University Students  

 

-GDL Student 

 

- LPC Student 

 

-Paralegal 

 

-Trainee Solicitor 

 

-Solicitor (up to 5 years PQE) 

 

To become a member and receive notifications of 

our upcoming events email 

membership@ljld.co.uk 

 

For more information go to  
 

www.LJLD.co.uk 
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